Lawn Fertilizer + Moss Control
Kills patches of unwanted moss

Covers up to 4,000 sq.ft.
Kills moss & feeds lawns in one easy application
See results in hours
Turns lawns a deep green with 10% moss killing iron

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION
SEE BACK PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS AND FIRST AID
Lawn Fertilizer + Moss Control
20-2-5

Guaranteed Analysis 20-2-5
Total Nitrogen (N) .................................................. 20.00%
4.2% Ammoniacal Nitrogen
15.8% Urea Nitrogen
Available Phosphate (P2O5) .................................. 2.00%
Soluble Potash (K2O) ........................................... 5.00%
Sulfur (S) .......................................................... 8.00%
Total Iron (Fe) ......................................................... 10.00%
Derived from Ammonium Sulfate, Urea, Ammonium Phosphate,
Muriate of Potash, Ferrous Sulfate.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Hazards to Humans And Domestic Animals
CAUTION: Causes eye irritation. Do not get in eyes, on skin or clothing.
Harmful if swallowed, inhaled or absorbed through skin. Avoid
breathing dust. Remove contaminated clothing and wash before
repose. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and
before eating or smoking. Do not allow persons or pets in treated
areas until granules have been watered in and treated area is dry.

First Aid
IF SWALLOWED: Call a poison control center or doctor immediately
for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to
swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison
control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an
unconscious person. IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly
and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if
present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison
control center or doctor for treatment advice. IF ON SKIN: Take off
contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water
for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment
advice. IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh air. If person is not
breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration
preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible. Call a poison control center
or doctor for further treatment advice. Have the product container
or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or
going for treatment.

Environmental Hazards
Do not apply directly to water. Do not contaminate water when
disposing of equipment washwaters.

Directions for Use

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent
with its labeling. For household use only. Not for use indoors.

TurfKing Lawn Fertilizer + Moss Control is a special combination of
plant foods formulated to control moss and promote strong, vigorous,
lush green turf. A few days after you have applied TurfKing Lawn
Fertilizer + Moss Control, the moss will die and turn black.
For best results, apply TurfKing Moss Control + Fertilizer when the
lawn is moist. Mow lawn to expose existing moss prior to application.
This allows the granules to fall through the grass to the soil and go to
work. Water in the moss killing action and greening process.
Apply at the rate of 20 lbs. per 4,000 square feet for heavy moss
infestation. One pound of this product is equal to approximately 1-1/2
cups.

Spreader Settings

IRON WILL STAIN. USE THIS PRODUCT ON LAWNS ONLY. KEEP THIS
PRODUCT OFF SURFACES SUCH AS SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, WOODEN
DECKS, DRIVEWAYS AND CLOTHING. Sweep concrete surfaces
immediately to prevent staining. If concrete is wet when contact occurs,
staining may be impossible to prevent.

Net Weight 20 Lbs. (9 Kg)

THESE SETTINGS ARE A GUIDE The condition of your spreader, your
walking speed, the roughness of the lawn, and even the humidity can
affect how fast the product comes out. Watch the flow rate. If the product
appears to be coming out either slower or faster than you are covering
the lawn, adjust the setting. Close the spreader when filling, turning,
or stopping.

Rotary Spreader Models
These spreaders can toss granules a great distance. Do not allow granules
to fall on surfaces that might be stained.

Rotary Spreader
Vigoro SB 4000V .............................................. 8.5
Earthway Ev-N-Spread 14
Scotts SpeedyGreen 1000 7
Scotts SpeedyGreen 2000 9
Scotts SpeedyGreen 3000 7
Sta Green 4500 7

Drop Spreader
Sta Green 4500 3

Drop Spreaders
Begin spreading by laying down two
stages of this product at each end of lawn.
Fill in remaining area as shown here.
Close the spreader when you stop
walking or make turns to avoid uneven
coverage. Overlap previous track slightly,
as shown, to avoid gaps in coverage.
Water in after application.

Storage & Disposal

PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store this product in its original container and keep in a
locked storage area out of reach of children and domestic animals.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL: if partly filled: Call your local solid waste
agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down
any indoor or outdoor drain. CONTAINER DISPOSAL: if empty:
Non refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Place
in trash or offer for recycling if available.

Information regarding the contents and levels of metals in this product
is available on the internet at http://www.aaplcg.org/metals.htm

Filled by weight, not volume. Product may settle after packaging.

Our Commitment to Your Satisfaction:
If you are not happy with the way this product works in your garden,
please let us know. We will be happy to replace the product or refund
your money. Simply send your name, address and proof of purchase
to Gro Tec, Inc., P.O. Box 290, Madison, CA 93648

Manufactured for
Gro Tec, Inc.
P. O. Box 290 • Madison, CA 93648
800-235-8873